Making Money
Selling Soft Serve

Why Sell
SOft Serve?
Soft serve has its limitations but its benefits are
undeniable.
• Requirements: a machine and ingredients.
• The machine takes up little space
• Low maintenance
• Virtually automatic.
• Manufacturing cost less than hard ice cream.
• Parents love the low price
• Kids love to make their own sundaes.
• It can be upscaled and made into fancy
crepes, Belgium waffles or sundaes.
• It is a rich, creamy treat and fun to eat.
• Gets you into the ice cream business for less!

The soft serve machine is really an ice
cream machine that has been modified
to be more automatic. As the product
is sold, mix is automatically added to
the freeze chamber from hoppers on
the top of the machine. Untrained workers operate it without much training.

The ice cream is almost the same
as regular but lower in fat. It tastes
creamy because it is warmer. Soft
serve machines make only make two
flavors at a time plus mix, but you can
buy more machines, and diversify by
adding syrups, candy, nuts and fruit.

Buying a
Soft Serve
Machine
The single most important thing to remember is THERE ARE NO BARGAINS. If a machine is cheap, it is cheap fo a reason.
One way to make a cheap machine is is by
using plastic parts. They are cheaper to
make but do not last. If you have to wait to

Our machines are simpler, air conditioning techs are able to understand them
and service them.
Maintenance: Machines should be opened
about every few months and cleaned with
a vacuum, especially the evaporator and
fan.

The dasher is coated with teflon.
When it wears out, the dasher
should be replced to prevent scratching of the chamber walls.
All ice cream machines require gas
about once per year. If the compressor is running longer and feels hot to
the touch, it probbaly needs gas.

Several time per year the front should be
opened and the dasher examined.

receive a replacement part, the business
lost is always greater than the savings
gained buying cheap.
There are some manufacturers such as the
American company, Taylor, that make fabulous machines but they are extremely expensive and have many parts.
If you are considering their purchase, be
sure of service. invariably, they require more
service.

Soft serve is often sold from trucks by running a
power inverter off the engine to provide AC power

How a soft serve
machine works
A soft serve machine is very similar to a
regular ice cream machine. The REFRIGERATION ASSEMBLY, on the bottom, consists of
a European compressor, and an evaporator
like a car radiator and fan to carry off the
heat.
In the lower right is the pre-cooling hopper
compressor. HOPPERS at the top, hold the
mix. The cheapest machines have plain hopers which saves money but unless you add
bags of ice, the mix remains at room temperature.
We recommend REFRIGERATED HOPPERS
because they keep the mix cold, like a refrigerator, and you only need to clean about
every four days. But they are more expensive
because the hopper has its own compressor.
Beneath the hoppers is the FREEZE CHAMBER that has in it a DASHER that churns the
mix into ice cream. It automatically fills when
it gets empry.

1. Power display
2.clean button
3.stop button
4. automatic operation
5. manual operation
6. cleaning condition (green)

7. refrigeration condition (blue)
8. STOP (red)
9.liquid level alarm(red)
10. hardness level
11. increase the hardness
12 decrease the hardness

The operation of soft serve machines is quite simple. All of the
settings are preset. The only setting that is sometimes changed is
the “hardness” setting #11, on the right.
Cleaning the machine is simple and accomplished without disassembly, using soapy water as described in the sevice manual.
From time to time you can desanitize by flushing with diluted hydrogen peroxide and then flushing clean. You can also purchase
sanitising powder.
Entire front assembly can be removed by opening
the four hand screws for inspection

Types of
Machines
COUNTERTOP models are more compact but cost about the same. The
exception is the slush-type machine
shown in the upper right. It is extremely
durable, less expensive and suitable for
the small shop operation.
The entire benefit of countertop models is their smaller size. They usually
hold less mix but are well suited for the
small shop.

1-2-3 Flavors slush type soft

FLOOR MODELS are larger and much
heavier but hold more mix and have
larger compressors so they make ice
cream faster.
VENTILATION arond the machine
is very important and a soace of a
half-meter on all sides is important.

The DC138 floor model
comes in several versions

The DC 132 countertop model
offers 2 flavors plus mix

Boosting Sales
with
Soft Serve Options
Soft serve can be sold in cones but is is more often
sold in cups which have several advantages. Flavors,
hard inclusions such as nuts, candy or fruit can be
added and this improves price.
A crepe, which is a thin dessert pancke can be made,
then folded twice into a cone that is then put into a
sleeve (right). It can also be folded into a crepe and
served as a fancy dessert. We also sell crepe cookers
and the mix.

Soft Serve Ingredients and Their Use
Soft serve ingreidents come in a variey
of configurations, which include:
• All-in-one powder, add water
• All-in-one powder, Add milk
• A liquid UHT mix
We offer the all-in-one powder which is
added to hot water, which kills bacteria
and assures a long life in the machine
without spoilage.
Our soft serve base costs a little more
than Chinese but guaranteed no melamine. Made with New Zealand milk
protein and cream flavor.

Just add hot water, mix, pour into hopper.

Soft Serve Syrups

Each 1800 gr bag makes 5.3 L. of mix.
Just add contents of bag to warm water,
mix and pour in hopper. Makes about 75
big scoops at a list price cost of just 20
US cents each or less with discount, plus
freight and duty. Soft serve base mixNice discounts based on quantity. So
delicious!

Green Tea
Mango
Orange
Tea
Apple
Banana
Blueberry
Coconut

Prepackaged mix
Chocolate
Strawberry
Vanilla
Yoghurt

Of course you can purchase any of our
59 flavor ice cream pastes an add them
to make a sundae
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